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Major challenges in implementing sustainability in your environment

Where are you based?
Please pin yourself on the map with your name :-)

Raj Patey

That sustainability
is not yet a full
time role. It has to
be done if free
time.

People
always do
what they
always did

resistance
from higher
management

Not knowing
where the
easy wins are

Not enough
resources/time

To get
everything
running,
especially
with COVID

It takes time to get
everyone engaged, and
when you get to the
critical point it all starts
working. How do you
reduce the lag time?

There are multiple
departments. Getting
traction in the lab is
easy, but elsewhere
in the university is
laborious.

It is difficult to engage
people for initiatives
such as recycling.
There is an education
component that is
challenging.

Executive mngmt is
in favor of
sustainable
initiatives - but how
do you bring
everyone along?

sustainability is
not the main
goal for
everyone

hard to feel
like you are
making
progress

Senior
Engagement

State of Recycling
Industry,
specifically Europe
vs US...who take
responsibility?

Thermoset
materials,
silicon bags,
how to
handle?
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What type of support you would like to receive to overcome these barriers?
Individual labs do
People
interested
notare
pay
for
but need more
electricity - it is all
support from each lab
saved. So,
savings
because
it's too
much
in
one
lab
are
for one person
diluted.

Information

Best case
examples

Can implement
sustainablity as
long as it does not
interfere with
research.

Support from the top
- institutes/countries
/ EU

Initially, you need
the support of
managers. Topdown buy-in for
success within the
department.

resources
to engage
people

different level
of interest in
sustainability

Policy
change to
empower
and enable

funding and
incentives to
operate more
sustainably

siloed
structure
makes it hard
to collaborate

Green lab
volunteer
committees lack
support from
higher up.

convincing
leadership
to invest

waste streams right paths does
it work? so much
waste

getting high
power ppl to
support
sustainable
labs work

What can
you
recycle??

knowing what
we already have
on site - don't
duplicate
purchases

Pressure or
instruction
from senior
staff is
needed.

Inspiriation/motivation

Critical support:
financial, buy-in.
One dissenting
voice can make it
quite difficult.

Metrics
methodology,
real world tools
to get real world
data

Information to
support constructive
conversations with
those who may not
see that there is an
issue

Platform where
people can
share
sustainable
ideas/projects

recognition of
being greener by
funders and
policy makers

easy to
distribute
training for
management
and employees

Raise
awareness at
the University
level, not just
the lab level

Support from
engineering,
maintenance,
facilities

Webinars for
internal
distribution.

LOTS
MORE
DATA WHY

More funding
that is geared
towards
gathering
justification data

Case
studies from
other labs.

Papers, research, etc.
that convince
management that
sustainability is
beneficial to research
(resource efficiency,
etc).

resources
to commit
to change

At Imperial, estates
bill for the year is
5M GBP. ULTs are a
significant
component: cost it
out.

knowing
specific
changes to
make

Definitive
knowledge of
material types
and benefits

Namrata Jain
Christina Greever, Utah, USA

That sustainability
is not yet a full
time role. It has to
be done if free
time.

Christina Greever, Utah, USA

Difficult to
overcome inertia in
the lab. Scientist
think it will impact
the quality of the
outcomes.

Policy and
SOPs that
will be
difficult to
change

Changing
old habits

upper level
support

lack of clear
organizational
goals

Growing the
culture of
sustainability

lacking
research / data
on what is the
best approach

Policy in
France of
reducing
support staff

knowing
specific
things to
do

seeing climate
connection to
health -esp if we
research medical
conditions

considering
ROI over
more than
one year

getting busdy
ppl to see they
will be
involved &
have time

ACT labelling &
getting
manufacturers
onboard

Continuity students
leave the
lab.

Name Family Name
started
certification for
green lab when
pandemic hit got stalled

Petra Hribovšek

David Qualter (Boston, USA)
Scott Grant, New York, USA

Clare Blue
Lara Pes (New York, US)
KAy
Ferguson
Valeria
Scagliotti

Nathan Sirett (Colorado, USA)

Thit Østergaard
Nikoline Borgermann
Marianne Due

Caroline O'Donnell

Nikoline
Camilla
Roselli
Magdalena Kurteu
Jane Kilcoyne
Peter O'Connell
Lynn Bjerke
Raj Patey
Tim
Dillon
Jack O'Grady
Steve Vallis
Donna
Hannah
SeidPelicano de Almeida
Mariana
Pedro Luís
Alves

Allison Hunter Imperial College London

Sam Wright (Washington, USA)

Cristalle Ruiz (NJ, USA)

Sam Wright (USA)

Valeria Scagliotti
Noemi Bender (DKFZ)
Kerstin Hermuth-Kleinschmidt
Sandra Krause
Carlo Battisti

Mona Al-Maarri

procurement guidelines
that must be
cheapest

The PI's are purchasing
the freezers/equipment,
but the institution is
reaping the benefits of the
saved $$ from resource
efficient equipment. Would
like to see more
institutional support with
funding.

Getting education and
support for the
decision makers so
they understand the
value and that it is a
worthwhile
investment.

Making short term
improvements
locally; Globally
there is a
sustainability
committee

Convincing that
performance
and zero
carbon is
possible!

Global
strategy
beyond just
labs

Poeple
want to be
led....

Hard to get
management
innvolved

plan what
problems might
arise. For example.
" its too expensive"
then we will deal
with that

Examples of
institutions that
have developed
full time roles.

More
knowledge
sharing

Need more
resources
and time to
do outreach.

need help to
assess emission for
a process and an
alternative process
and the cost
differnece

Working groups
and teams -thought again
time is an issue

need
independently
verified info abt
green claims
from
manufacturers

Need better
options for
reusing old
equipment (ie.
equip swap
programs?)

money to
invest

Get support
from higher
management
and more
ressources

Green labs
should be part
of education
and courses

Guidance on
waste stream
sorting,
specifically
recycling

support to
reduce
(better than
recycle)

accurately defining
procurement/
scope 3 emissionsnot just based upon
spend

Financial

Ready-touse slide
decks

A better verson
of the DOZN tool
- it's very dificult
to follow

Shared
central
repository of
relevant
publications

Published case
studies, for
every assessed
category

Are there already some initiatives for making your lab greener?

Worldwide
information
sharing for
waste (eg
Styrofoam)

sustainability
committees

Financial
justification:
what are the
savings?

Various
approaches
to Lab
Certification

Pre
autoclaving
of glass,
reusable
filters

Central light
control system
was included
in new building

Having lab
greening in
strategy goals
for institution is
highly significant.

Have recently
replaced old
freezers that
were energy
inefficient, and
tuned to -70.

At Limerick,
Mags' lab has
been chosen as
a pilot lab for
energy
conservation.

Support through
Uni strategy
means all labs
have to engage,
sooner or later

Switch
lights for
LEDs

Buildings
are LEEDcertified

campus
sustainability
group

Reusing buffers,
use more glass,
build in less
waste during
planning

Starting to
have more
knowledge
sharing
networks

More
education
and
awareness

My Gren Lab
Certification

Better
recycling
capability and
knowledge

Motivitating
scientists on
Plastic Waste
--

Motivate
People to take
actions
outside of the
lab

global
strategy

Oxford
university
sustainability
team

policy and
advocacy and
change -- COP
26 climate march

Lab closure (1
person
responsible to
switch off all
equipment)

making the
vision
actionable getting that
started

Publications around
lab sustainability in
highly-ranked
mainstream journals
that will be ready by
researchers

Company Tools
to calculate
your own
carbon footprint

Company Tools
to calculate
your own
carbon footprint

enegament
from a few
eco worriers.
Early stages

Managers are reducing
energy storage cost
because NY has a new
law for bldgs over a
certain capacity to
reduce energy
consumption of they will
levy fines.

purchase
sustainable
coffee and
thee

Working on
electric
power
stations near
facility

Discussing solar
panels, currently
in design and
modeling phase

part of product
development
goals

Green Labs
Austria

Sustainable
Research
Symposium
suresymp.com

Recycling tip boxes. At
Imperial, 300 kg of tip
boxes that went for
recycling recently. Also
have begun measuring
the waste diversion.
Easiest and quickest
method.

Plastic and glass bottles
collection, pipette tips box
recycling. Perhaps not every
lab. Housekeeping removes
plastic and diverts. Critical:
labs must separate before
pickup. If a recyling bin is
contaminated, it goes to
landfill.

